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KREUTER Pneumatics by KMC Controls
Air. What would we do without it? Many buildings
are still operated by venerable air-powered
controls, and we support the long legacy of
cost-effective, durable, and reliable pneumatics.

Pneumatics for the 21st century
KREUTER Pneumatics by KMC Controls
We pioneered pneumatic control
devices for HVAC applications. We
were leading participants as analog
electronic controls took hold in building
system design. Later, we established
a complete line of fully programmable
digital products to fulfill the toughest
challenges in today’s building
automation and energy management
arenas.

KREUTER Pneumatics Product Families
Controls

Today, we design and manufacture our
own actuators, valves, control devices,
and all the accessories needed to
create complete and efficient systems.
From legacy pneumatics to the latest
digital technology, KMC Controls offers
you a comprehensive line of HVAC
products to put you in control.
Our venerated pneumatic products
may not have the glamor of the
latest digital devices, but they still
fill a vital role in cost-effectively
sustaining older installations. While
other manufacturers have relegated
pneumatics to obsolescence, we still
provide innovative, quality products.
For example, our new VCB-41/42/46
series ball valves with MCP-3631 series
rotary pneumatic actuators give a new
level of flexible control in pneumatic
applications. The three-way VCB-46 can
be used in both mixing and diverting
applications, depending only on how it
is connected. Plus, all the VCB valves’
fail direction can be easily changed in
the field if necessary by just flipping
over the actuator. KMC is the only
manufacturer to offer the advantages of
ball valves for pneumatic installations.
The VCB-41/42/46s are the industry’s
only pneumatic control ball valves!
Our robust devices are built with
exacting care. The quality processes
of KMC Controls have been certified
to ISO 9001 standards. Strict quality
control ensures every component is
properly designed and manufactured
for long-term product reliability and
performance. Our pneumatics are
better than ever and ready to support
your applications well into the 21st
century.
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(NOTE: For specifications of individual products,
see our catalog or data sheets on our web site.)
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